Week beginning 19th February 2018


In literacy this week the children will listen and respond to a range of poems in
different ways. They will explore poetic language and use adjectives and verbs in
their writing. They will use their experiences at Kew to help them draft and
compose their own descriptive poems and read them aloud.



In maths this week we will be learning about temperature. The children will learn
how to read a thermometer in Celsius. We will be reviewing our 3x table.



In science this half term we will be researching about uses of everyday materials.
The children will begin by identifying and comparing the suitability of a variety of
everyday materials.



In topic lessons we will start our topic on Under the Sea by looking at the World
and the Oceans in the World.



In R.E this half term we will be learning about the Holy Mass. This week we will
discuss the Holy Mass as a family celebration.



In Music this week we will consolidate our work on the notes b, a, g and we will play
note d.



In P.E this term we will be working on hockey, tag rugby and fitness.



In Computing lessons this week we will use the iPads and look at Google Maps to
see where we are in the world and what Ocean surrounds the United Kingdom.

Ways to help your child:
 Listen to them read every night and ask questions about the characters, plot and
setting to check their understanding. What can they find out from the text?
What can they work out from the text? You could select words from the page
to ensure their understanding of the vocabulary they are encountering.

 The weekly spelling test will be done on Thursday morning. Please also remind
them to use capital letters and full stops whenever they write sentences.

 Please practise the 3x table tables for the children’s tables test on Friday.

Kind regards,
Mrs. Egbuonu and Mrs. Agnew

